Commencement Ceremony

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 2020 · 10:30 A.M.

Welcoming Remarks
Jeremy Piger
Professor, Department of Economics
Department Head, Department of Economics

Congratulatory Remarks
Master’s Degree Candidates
Anca Cristea
Associate Professor, Department of Economics
with Jeremy Piger, Professor and Department Head

Doctoral Degree Candidates
Benjamin Hansen
W.E. Miner Professor of Economics
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Economics

Recognition of Doctoral Candidates
Graduating PhD students presented by their faculty advisor(s)

Congratulatory Remarks
Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Tim Duy
Professor of Practice, Department of Economics
Co-Director of Undergraduate Studies
Director of the Oregon Economic Forum

Grad Roll
Graduating Class of 2020
Personalized messages from our graduating students
GRADUATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

PhD Candidates

Curtis Alan Dlouhy
*Three Essays in Fossil Fuel Energy Choice*
Advisor: Wesley Wilson

Hoa Quynh Duong
*Labor and Financial Markets Frictions in Developing Economies*
Advisors: Shankha Chakraborty & Anca Cristea

Ayesha Khalid
*Human Capital Accumulation In A Developing-Country Context: Gender Disparities, Concurrent And Lagged Effects Of Air Pollution And Climate Change*
Advisor: Trudy Cameron

Maxwell Robert Mindock
*Essays on the Judiciary*
Advisor: Glen Waddell

Anna Miromanova
*Essays in International Trade and Russian Trade Policy*
Advisor: Anca Cristea

Tobias Albert Sytsma
*Essays on International Trade*
Advisor: Bruce Blonigen & Wesley Wilson

Master’s Candidates

Youssef Ait Benasser
Rebecca Ann Amodeo
Bradford James Bailey
Robert Christopher Berg
Ethan Alexander Holdahl
Lianjie Jiang
Evan M. Jonson
Ceili Anne Kirkaldie
Mary Kathleen McDonough
Robert John McDonough
Salvatore Pasquino-Greco
Zoe Michelle Ross
Benjamin Jacob Schefrin
Zengyou Shi
Elizabeth Anne Sorensen Montoya
Lance Vought
Michael Leavitt Wagnon
Connor R. Weinstein
Elias Robert Willman

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES*

Michael Akira Alfonso
Abdulmalik Nasser Algarba
Norah Abdualrahman Alrasheed
Joseph Mitchell Anthony
Kevin Joshua Aragon Gonzalez
Joseph Alfred Arsan
Taylor Lynn Athan
Chayaporn Atichartakarn
Austin Scott Barker
Elias Wheeler Baxter
Ameya Bhandari
Ashwin Bhat
Jack Richard Block
Ian Oliver Michalik Bogley
Michael Elliott Borovinsky
Jonas Bosworth Bowman
Matthew Dominic Briones
Kyle Michael Callison
Francisco Kyle Capistrano
Mason Tyler Carhart
Sun Ho Cha
Elliott Lee Chase
Ronglin Chen
Tianchen Chen
Yuqi Chen
Yushan Chen
Jason J Cheng
Matthew Richard Chicoine
Jongyeon Cho
Kathleen Therese Cihak
Keaton Anthony Courtwright
Simon George Crabill
Jie Cui
Kathryn Anne Damore
Truman Arthur Daniels
Shouvik Deb
Harkiran Kaur Dhami
Ruheng Ding
Xueran Ding
Holden Clifford Dobbs
Brandon Lloyd Dodak
Jordan Ernest Dose
Jason Corbett Drees
Xueyao Du
Jack Christopher Duffy
George William Eccarius
Cooper James Edwards
Ashley K Endo
Lily Jane Everett
Connor E Fewel
Claire Ashlyn Field

Luke Tautolu Fotualii
Joe Frank Garrick
Bryan Richard Freitag
Antonio Jose Garcia
Zachary Ryan Garrison
Kenneth Jacob Gibson
Matthew Carl Gley
Jacob Martin Goldsmith
Katherine Taylor Grisham
Lindsey Alexandra Gross
Jintao Guo
Ziyi Guo
Motohiro Hakozaki
Stephen Frederick Haltiner
Haitao Han
Yuncong Han
Tyler James Hanson
Shelly Dianna Hartley
Connor James Hawkins
Huan He
Minghao He
Charles Daniel Hedeen
Jackson Richard Hering
James Erik Heun-Weaver
James Thomas Hicks
Cole J Hiday
Derek Alexander Holste
Haylen Amelia Holt
Eric Hsu
Zijun Hu
Longjie Huang
Yubo Huang
Yuxuan Huang
Zigui Huang
Cesar Huaracha
Andy Huynh
Jack Adam Janaszek
Richard Wainwright Benn Jesser
Emma Hunter Jones
Nathan Kenneth Judd
Meredith Marie Kaeser
Simon Keiner
Neila Kerkebane
Adam Kyle Kirkeby
Ratatham Kitmungsa
Trevor Vernon Konrady
Pascal Christopher Konyn
Kara Lee Krnacik
Victoria J Kwong
Keila Lebakos
Ryan Samuel Levin
Alison Marijke Lewis
Bingqiao Li
Chen Li
Xiang Li
Xingyu Li
Xinran Li
Xuzhong Li
Yanzhou Li
Zhechuan Li
Lake Allen Liebenberg-Battles
Myungjin Lim
Zhe Lin
Delong Liu
Kaiyuan Liu
Zhenyue Liu
Jacqueline Rashell Lopez-Bermudez
Boning Lu
Sian Lu
Shan Luo
Hai Hoang Luong
Dakoata Steven Robert Lutje
Shayla Sher Malik
Ian Samuel Mansfield
Frances Olivia Mark
Zoe E Marshall
Justin Nicklaus Martinez
Osbaldo Daniel Martinez
Amy E Matsuoka
Tyler Edward Mays
Philip Benjamin McCarty
Katherine Anne McClelland
Matthew Takeji McCoy
Raven Oceanus Miller-Berg
Yuyao Mo
Fathimath Suma Mohamed
Yingfei Mu
Hayley Jane Mueller
Roberto Antonio Munne
Garrett Mutoza
Lira Rosaura Olivo
Qin Ouyang
Alex Schoen Paley
Fengyi Pang
Josiah Bryan Panlilio
Ashish Kumar Patel
Asher Lucien Paules-Bronet
Brenden Charles Peterson
Zachary Alexander Phillips
Jake Chan Polla
Liah Dimitra Hunter Port
Xilin Pu
Pengfei Qin
Dawson X Quinton
Ramiz Gubreal Rantisi
Ailsa Jordan Hatfield Rea
Hayden Jeffrey Rear
Nicholas K Reddy
Junyi Zhu  Ziyang Zou
Zhilin Zhu  William Bryce Zuckerman
Justin Michael Ziehnert

1 Summa cum laude  2 Magna cum laude  3 Cum laude  4 Phi Beta Kappa  5 Oregon Six
6 Department honors

* List includes degrees awarded Fall 2019, Winter 2020; applications to graduate Spring 2020 or Summer 2020, current as of May 26, 2020. We apologize for any omissions made in error.
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